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A B S T R A C T

Novel chemo-resistive gas sensors based on reduced graphite oxide (rGO) thin films have

been fabricated and evaluated for hydrogen detection. The rGO materials were thermally

treated at various conditions and analyzed using X-ray diffraction, Fourier transform infra-

red spectroscopy, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy techniques to investigate the

change of functional groups. The semiconductor type of the rGOs treated at different con-

ditions were checked by flowing hydrogen gas at 20 cm3/min (sccm) under 10 Torr partial

pressure. The rGOs treated at 70 �C in atmosphere (rGO070a), 200 �C in a vacuum (rGO200v),

and 500 �C in a vacuum (rGO500v) exhibited n-type, ambipolar, and p-type behavior, respec-

tively. The rGO500v was adopted as active sensing element without any rare metal decora-

tion, and its sensing response to hydrogen was studied by using air as carrier gas. The

rGO500v exhibited good sensitivity (�4.5%), response time (�20 s), and recovery time

(�10 s) to 160 ppm hydrogen gas at room temperature.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Current issues involving global warming, air pollution, and

the exhaustion of fossil fuels have drawn widespread and in-

tense public attention. Hydrogen gas is expected to become

the ‘‘common fuel of the future’’ because it is an efficient,

clean, and renewable energy source. However, safety issues

are one of the main challenges in the development of hydro-

gen energy. Hydrogen itself is colorless, odorless, and explo-

sive. Hydrogen can be ignited easily with a very small

amount of energy – as little as 0.02 mJ. The explosive range

is wide, from 4% to 75%, and the hydrogen flame is invisible.

To ensure safety, therefore, highly responsive and reliable

sensors are needed to detect hydrogen leaks [1].

A variety of hydrogen sensors have been studied recently.

Hydrogen sensors can be classified according to the four main

types of detection mechanisms: chemo-resistive sensors,

microelectronics-based sensors, surface acoustic wave sen-

sors, and optical sensors. Among these, chemo-resistive sen-

sors are most extensively employed owing to their relatively

simple structure, cost-effective fabrication process, and

well-established detection mechanism. Metal-oxide-semi-

conductors like SnO2, ZnO, In2O3, and TiO2 are the most fa-

vored gas sensing materials for chemo-resistive sensors.

Metal oxide-based sensors normally operate at elevated tem-

peratures that may cause high density hydrogen gas to ignite

[2–5]. Since highly responsive hydrogen sensing based on me-

tal oxide sensing materials is very difficult at low tempera-

tures, coating or doping with a catalytic rare metal, such as

platinum or palladium, is necessary. However, this may con-

siderably increase the sensor production cost [6].

Consequently, sensing materials that enable low tempera-

ture operation of chemo-resistive hydrogen sensors without

rare metal coating or doping have been sought by many
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researchers. Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) were

considered by many researchers as a candidate for this highly

responsive room temperature hydrogen sensing material.

Indeed, SWCNTs exhibited very high sensitivity to several

oxidation gases at room temperature [7,8]. However, this

material still needs rare metal decoration to achieve reason-

able room temperature hydrogen sensing operation [9–11].

The important parameters of chemical sensors are sensi-

tivity, response/recovery time, and 1/f noise level. Recently,

it was reported that gas sensors made of a few layers of

reduced graphite oxide (rGO) exhibit a 100-fold reduction of

1/f noise compared to SWCNT-based sensors [12]. Large

amounts of ultra-thin graphite oxide (GO) can be easily pro-

duced by the chemical exfoliation of graphite through oxida-

tion and subsequent dispersion in water. GO contains oxygen

functional groups such as epoxide, carboxyl, and carboxylic

acids. Owing to the disruption of the sp2 bonded graphitic

structure by the electronegative oxygen atoms in oxygen

functional groups, GO is typically insulating. In order to lower

the resistance of the material, reduction of GO through chem-

ical, photo-catalytic, or thermal treatment is needed [13–16].

Gas sensors based on graphene and a few layers of rGO

have been reported for NO2 and NH3 [17–20]. These sensors,

however, exhibit very long response and recovery time. In

the case of hydrogen gas sensors based on pristine rGO, poor

sensitivity, response, and recovery were reported [21]. Thus,

decoration of the rGO with platinum or palladium nanoparti-

cles has been attempted by some researchers in the attempt

to enhance the sensitivity of the hydrogen sensor [21–23].

Even though enhancement of sensitivity was achieved

through the rare metal decoration, the poor response and

poor recovery remained.

Though a single layer or a few layers of rGO may be ideal

for highly sensitive gas sensor applications, ultra-thin mul-

ti-layer or periodically structured rGO may be preferred to re-

duce the cost of manufacturing the sensor. In this work, we

introduce multi-layer rGO as a novel hydrogen sensor that

exhibits high sensitivity and fast response and recovery

behavior at room temperature.

2. Experimental details

GO was synthesized using the Hummers method, in which

the natural graphite flakes 0.5 g and NaNO3 0.35 g were mixed

and the H2SO4 30.7 g and KMnO4 1.95 g were added for the

overnight reaction. Then, the reaction mixture was mixed

with a diluted H2SO4 (5%) and H2O2 (30%) solution for further

reaction. Finally, the compounds were rinsed by solution (3%

H2SO4 and 0.5% H2O2) and DI water [24]. The obtained GO is

composed of thin films with a thickness of several tens of

nanometers.

The GO is then slightly reduced by thermal treatment at

70 �C in atmosphere (rGO070a), moderately reduced at 200 �C
in a vacuum (rGO200v), or significantly reduced at 500 �C in a

vacuum (rGO500v). The characteristics of rGOs were examined

using X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier transform infrared (FT-

IR) spectroscopy, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).

For the gas sensing experiments, micro-hotplates were

used. The micro-hotplates were composed of 150 lm–diame-

ter integrated electronic devices (IEDs) and heaters of which

the maximum temperature was 600 �C [25]. Fig. 1 shows an

optical microscope image of the micro-hotplate device.

GO nanosheets 5 mg were first dispersed in DI water

(10 ml), and a 0.1 ll solution was dropped onto the micro-hot-

plates to form an ultrathin GO network. The device was dried

at room temperature and thermally treated at 70, 200, and

500 �C for 30 min to convert the GO into rGO. The patterns

of the ultrathin GO network deposited onto the IED were

investigated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

Fig. 2 shows an SEM image of the rGO thin films deposited

on the IED patterns of a micro-hotplate.

In order to check the semiconductor type of rGOs, the de-

vices were loaded in the vacuum chamber and exposed to

hydrogen gas of 20 cm3/min (sccm) flow rate and 10 Torr par-

tial pressure. During these experiments, the resistance of the

devices was checked using the I–V measurement system for

different micro-hotplate temperature conditions.

The sensing properties of devices were checked in the vac-

uum chamber by flowing hydrogen gas mixed with air. The

concentrations of hydrogen gas were 30, 60, 100, and 160 ppm.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 3 shows the XRD data of rGOs annealed for 30 min under

various conditions. As shown in the figure, the (001) peak of

the rGO070a is located at around 11.8�, corresponding to an

interlayer distance of �0.7 nm. The (001) peaks of rGO200v

and rGO500v were observed at around 23.4� and 25.2�, respec-

tively. The interlayer distances of rGO200v and rGO500v are

Fig. 1 – (a) Optical microscope image of the micro-hotplate

device. (b) Magnification of the center of the micro-hotplate

device.

Fig. 2 – SEM image of rGO thin films deposited on IED at (a)

·800 magnification and (b) ·30000 magnification.
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approximately 0.4 and 0.35 nm. The (001) peak position of

rGO tends to shift toward that of pristine graphite (26.2�) as

the reduction temperature increases. The XRD data of

rGO500v indicates the almost complete reduction of oxygen

functional groups in the GO layers [26].

To determine which functional groups existed in the rGOs,

FT-IR spectroscopy was performed. Fig. 4 presents FT-IR spec-

tra of the rGOs. The rGO070a spectrum exhibit prominent hy-

droxyl peaks (H1 and H2 at 3442 and 1128 cm�1) and water

peaks (W1 and W2 at 3442 and 1625 cm�1), with a small epox-

ide peak (E1 near 1070 cm�1) and carboxyl peaks (CX near

1720 cm�1).

The intensities of almost all the peaks shown in the FT-IR

spectrum of rGO070a were significantly reduced in the FT-IR

spectrum of rGO200v, except for the carboxyl peak (CX near

1720 cm�1). In the FT-IR spectrum of rGO500v, the intensities

of all peaks of functional groups were further reduced com-

pared to those of rGO200v. This indicates that significant re-

moval of functional groups took place.

XPS can be used to confirm chemical bonding between the

functional groups and carbon atoms. Fig. 5 shows XPS C1s

spectra of the rGOs and their deconvoluted peaks. The bind-

ing energy of 284.6 eV is attributed to the sp2-hybridized car-

bon peak. The binding energies of 286.7–286.9, 288.3–288.6,

and 289.7–290.4 eV can be attributed to peaks of hydroxyl,

epoxide, and carboxyl functional groups, respectively [27–29].

The XPS C1s of rGO070a exhibits a slightly larger amount

of hydroxyl groups thansp2-hybridized carbon. The XPS C1s

of rGO200v exhibits a slightly smaller amount of hydroxyl

groups than does sp2-hybridized carbon. For the XPS C1s of

rGO500v, sp2-hybridized carbon predominates among all

functional groups. These data obtained from surface-sensi-

tive XPS are consistent with the bulk-sensitive FT-IR results.

Fig. 6 shows the response of rGO070a to hydrogen gas

exposure at room temperature. In this experiment, pure

hydrogen gas was injected without carrier gas. As is indicated

by the FT-IR and XPS data, rGO070a was not sufficiently re-

duced and exhibits very high resistance (�1 MX). This high

resistance can be attributed to the wide band gap of slightly

reduced GO. Thermally reduced pristine GO is known to be

a p-type semiconductor [17–21]. If a p-type semiconductor is

exposed to a reducing gas such as NH3, CO, or H2, an increase

of resistance is expected.

Fig. 6 illustrates the decrease of resistance of rGO upon

exposure to hydrogen gas. This indicates that the slightly re-

duced GO (rGO070a) is an n-type semiconductor. The hydra-

zine-hydrate reduced single layer GO and the multi-layer GO

are known to exhibit excellent n-type behavior owing to the

C–N bonding at the edge of graphene [30,31]. Jeong et al. re-

ported n–p transition behavior of thermally reduced GO ex-

posed to NO2. They attributed this behavior to nitrogen

doping [32]. This assumption is justified, as they reduced GO

at a high temperature (600 �C) in the presence of a mixture

of NH3 and H2. It is known that nitrogen doping occurs at tem-

peratures as low as 300 �C when GO is annealed in the pres-

ence of NH3 [33]. In the XPS spectra, the C–N peak is

observed at 285.9 eV. The rGO070a was thermally reduced at

temperatures as low as 70 �C in the presence of air; nitrogen

doping may not cause the n-type behavior of the material,

as the XPS C1s of rGO070a (Fig. 4a) does not exhibit a C–N

peak.

Lu et al. reported that GO thermally reduced at tempera-

tures as low as 200 �C in the presence of Ar exhibited n-type

behavior [34]. Even though they attributed this to the unstead-

Fig. 3 – XRD data of rGOs thermally treated under various

conditions.

Fig. 4 – (a) FT-IR data of the rGO thin film under various

conditions. (b) Magnification of the FT-IR data of the rGO thin

film under various conditions.
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iness of flow field in the chamber during the gas switching or

some other accidental noise, our result clearly indicates that

slightly reduced GO is n-type semiconductor. Fig. 6 shows that

the response of the material is fairly fast while the recovery is

extremely slow. As pristine graphene is known to bond

weakly with hydrogen, this extremely slow recovery may be

attributed to the strong bonding of hydrogen with active car-

bon atoms and to defect sites generated by the distortion of

the graphene backbone by functional groups [35].

Fig. 7 shows the response of rGO200v to hydrogen gas

exposure under various temperature conditions. This experi-

ment was also implemented without using carrier gas to see

the reduction effect solely by hydrogen. Considering that

the baseline resistance is �2 kX, it can be seen that the reduc-

tion occurred fairly successfully. The device exhibits very

poor n-type characteristics at room temperature and moder-

ate p-type characteristics at elevated temperatures. This indi-

cates that rGO200v is an ambipolar semiconductor having

both donor and acceptor levels in the energy band gap. This

result is consistent with the observation made by Lu et al.

[34]. The asymmetric nature of ambipolar behavior may be

explained by assuming a shallow donor level with low density

of states (DOS) and a deep acceptor level with high DOS. The

Fig. 5 – XPS C1s of (a) rGO070a, (b) rGO200v, and (c)

rGO500v.The labels 1–4 denote peaks of sp2-hybridized

carbon, hydroxyl, epoxide, and carboxyl functional groups,

respectively.

Fig. 6 – Resistance change of the rGO070a upon exposure to

hydrogen gas at room.

Fig. 7 – Resistance change of the rGO200v upon exposure to

hydrogen gas under various temperature conditions.

Fig. 8 – Resistance change of the rGO500v upon exposure to

hydrogen gas under various temperature conditions.
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sensing response of rGO200v to hydrogen at room tempera-

ture is negligible. The FT-IR and XPS data indicate that ther-

mal treatment of GO at 200 �C in a vacuum reduces

functional groups considerably. It is generally known that

the elimination of sp3-hybridized carbon bearing epoxide or

hydroxyl functional groups enhances the sensitivity [14,19].

Since rGO070a contains significantly more functional groups

than rGO200v, the considerably high sensitivity of rGO070a

and the negligible sensitivity of rGO200v at room temperature

cannot be explained simply by the above-mentioned hypoth-

esis regarding rGO sensitivity. The change in functional group

contents not only decreases the amount of sp3-hybridized

carbon but also influences the DOS in the band gap [36,37].

The experimental results indicate that the reduction of func-

Fig. 9 – (a) Hydrogen gas sensing behavior of rGO500v at various gas concentrations and temperature conditions. (b) The

dependence of sensitivity on the gas concentration. (c) Temperature dependence of response and recovery time of rGO500v

exposed to 160 ppm hydrogen gas.
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tional groups at 200 �C in a vacuum leads to a decrease in the

DOS of the shallow donor level of rGO, which dominantly con-

tributes to the conduction at room temperature.

Fig. 8 shows the increase of resistance of rGO upon expo-

sure to hydrogen gas for all temperature conditions. This indi-

cates that the shallow donor levels no longer exist and the

heavily reduced GO (rGO500v) is p-type semiconductor. The

very low resistance at room temperature (�300 X) indicates

that the material was significantly reduced, and this agrees

well with FT-IR and XPS data. This means that the band gap

of the material is very small.

The sensitivity of a p-type semiconducting gas sensor, S

(%), is generally defined as [(Ro�Rg)/Ro] · 100, where Ro repre-

sents the baseline resistance and Rg represents the resistance

of the device exposed togas. The response time of the gas sen-

sor Tres can be defined as the time needed for its resistance to

change from its initial value to 90% of its highest value. The

recovery time of the gas sensor Trec can be defined as the time

taken for its resistance to be reduced by 90% from its highest

value. The hydrogen gas sensing characteristics of rGO500v

were checked using 1 atm air as carrier gas for different gas

concentration and substrate temperatures as shown in

Fig. 9a.

Fig. 9b shows the dependence of sensitivity on the gas con-

centration; the sensitivity is calculated from the sensing

behavior shown in Fig. 9a. The sensitivity tends to increase

as the hydrogen concentration increases. Fig. 9b also demon-

strates that our rGO-based hydrogen sensor exhibits high

sensitivity without any raremetal decoration. This high sensi-

tivity may be attributed to highly active carbon sites on the

surface of the rGO500v generated by distortions of the graph-

ene backbone caused by remaining functional groups [13,26].

Fig. 9c shows the dependence of the response and recovery

time of device on the operation temperature when the hydro-

gen concentration was fixed at 160 ppm. Here, the room tem-

perature results are remarkable. The response time and the

recovery time are �20 and �10 s, respectively. Other research-

ers reported very slow response time and recovery time

(103�105 s) for rGO-based hydrogen sensors, even with deco-

ration by raremetal nanoparticles [21–23].

In regards to the point of sensitivity, sensor operation at

500 �C is preferable. However, high temperature operation of

hydrogen sensors is problematic in regards to both economy

and safety; overall, room temperature operation is highly

desirable. The fairly good sensitivity (�4.5%) and excellent re-

sponse time (�20 s) and recovery time (�10 s) of rGO500v to

160 ppm hydrogen at room temperature are adequate for

high-end industrial applications.

4. Conclusions

Graphite oxide (GO) thin films were partially reduced under

different thermal environments. The effect of heat treatment

temperature on reduction of the functional groups of the GO

thin film was studied using XRD, FT-IR, and XPS analyses.

Even though the functional groups in rGO500v were consider-

ably decreased compared to those in rGO070a and rGO200v,

they were not negligible. The semiconductor types of rGOs

treated at different thermal process were studied by exposing

hydrogen gas to the devices loaded in a vacuum chamber.

rGO070a exhibited a considerable decrease of resistance at

room temperature upon exposure to the hydrogen gas; this

indicates that rGO070a is an n-type semiconductor. rGO200v

exhibited a very small decrease of resistance at room temper-

ature and a moderate increase of resistance at elevated tem-

peratures upon exposure to hydrogen gas; this indicates that

rGO200v is an asymmetric ambipolar semiconductor.

rGO500v exhibited a considerable increase of resistance at

all temperatures upon exposure to hydrogen gas; this indi-

cates that rGO500v is a p-type semiconductor. These results

indicate that the reducing temperature affects the distribu-

tion of DOS in the band gap as well as the band gap size.

rGO500v was tested as hydrogen gas sensor by using 1 atm

air as carrier gas. The device was proved to function as an

effective hydrogen sensor at room temperature, with moder-

ate sensitivity and excellent response and recovery behavior.
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